
Huawei is so con�dent that you will love 
our switching products we will beat any 
competitor’s price — BY A LOT! 
 

To put our money where our mouth is, 
Huawei is o�ering a competitive switch 
at 30% less than what you are currently 
paying.  

HUAWEI Cisco HP
S2700 C2960SF, C2960 3100EI, 3100SI

S3700 C3750 V2, C3560 V2 3600EI, 3600SI, 

S5700  C4948E, C4900, C3850,
C3750X, C3650, C3560X

5800, 5500HI, 5500EI,
5500SI, 5120EI, 5120SI

S6700 C4500X, C4948M 5820

9500, 7500C4500ES7700

S9700 C6500E 10500

CE5850, CE5810

CE6850

CE12800

N3048, N2224TP,
N22248TP, N2248TP-E

N6001, N3064, N5500,
N2248PQ, N2232PP / N2232TM

N7000, N6004

5830

5900

12500 / 12900

PAY 30% LESS THAN YOUR CURRENT BUY PRICE

Q1 PROMOTION, 2014

That means an extra 
30 points of margin for you. 

It’s that easy!

Competitive Switch Comparison

For more information
1-855-472-9656 or 
huaweiinfo@huawei.com



CloudEngine CE12800 — Designed for next-generation data centers and high-
end campus networks leveraging advanced hardware architecture
with the highest performance of all core switches providing up to 48Tbps switching 
capacity and high-density line-speed ports.

CloudEngine CE5800/CE6800 — Designed for next-generation data centers 
and high-end campus networks utilizing an advanced architectural design with 
40GE uplink ports and the industries’ highest density of GE/10GE access ports.

S9700 — Uses multilayer switching technology to provide high-end L2/L3 switch-
ing for integration with services such as MPLS VPN, hardware IPV6, elastic cloud 
computing, high-de�nition video conferencing and large capacity wireless access

S7700 — High-end smart routing switches which can function either as an aggre-
gation or core node on a campus network to provide integrated wireless access or 
as an aggregation node in a data center

S6700 — Large capacity and high density 10Gbps access supporting up to a
maximum of 48 line-speed 10GE ports to provide 10Gbps access to servers, or 
function as a core switch on a campus network to provide 10Gbps tra�c aggrega-
tion

S5700 — Designed for high-bandwidth access and Ethernet multi-service aggre-
gation providing POE, large switching capacity and high-density GE ports to 
accommodate 10Gbps upstream transmissions.

S2700 — Utilizes cutting-edge switching technologies, POE and Huawei’s Versatile
Routing Platform (VRP) to simplify multi-service provisioning.

This promotion is limited to US based Resellers and VARS for valid sale within the US.  To be eligible for the promotion Resellers must be, or become, a Huawei Authorized Reseller prior to 
purchase. Huawei reserves the right to review and verify the validity of the quote or invoice and may either accept or reject the competitive pricing provided by reseller.  Pricing 

documentation must be in the form of either a valid quote issued within the previous 30 days or an invoice issued within the previous 90 days.  The quote and invoice must be generated 
by a tier 1 distributor for the purposes of this promotion.  Huawei’s channel manager is the �nal arbitrator for any disputes.  Huawei reserves the right to reject an inquiry or change or 

cancel this promotion at any time without notice.

Find out what the rest of the world already knows, which is that Huawei provides the most innovative, 
reliable products on the market at the lowest possible price. 

www.huaweienterpriseusa.com

Intelligent switches designed for next-generation data centers and high-end campus 
networks, covering core/aggregation/access switches to support �exible deployment on 

enterprise networks.

For more information call 1-855-472-9656 or huaweiinfo@huawei.com


